






Changing Presets with MIDI - Controller Examples 2

MorningStar MC8:
1) Press Edit Menu, and select one of the 16 available MIDI messages on the current preset. 
2) Press NEXT to edit the selected message.
3) Select the preset switch action (usually this will be Toggle Position 1 for a button press)
4) Press NEXT until [Edit Preset (A-H) Message Type] is displayed.
5) Here you select "Program Change" as a message type. 
6) Press NEXT again to set the program change number: 
 





MIDI Beat Clock (AKA Timing Clock)
Stone Deaf Products can be synchronized to a common MIDI clock. This feature can be used to
make sure all your effects are set to the same tempo. The MIDI protocol specifies a number of
System Real-Time messages that provide timing information to MIDI devices. They DO NOT
specify a channel number (They are a single Byte, no data byte follows the status Byte). 
Therefore, any real-time messages sent on a daisy-chained MIDI cable will be received by all 
pedals in the chain. For this reason, most pedals will allow you to disable MIDI beat clock. 
This is important if you want any effects to ignore the timing clock. For Example, the following
configuration would allow you to have a slow out-of-sync tremolo swell after a fast-paced
crotchet-beat delay:
  

Status Byte Name

11111000 Timing (Beat) Clock

Description

11111010 Start

11111011 Continue

MIDI Controller
Set to Output MIDI Clock

MIDI DevicesMIDI Splitter

MIDI Channel = 1

MIDI Channel = 2

Beat Clock = ON

Beat Clock = OFF

**Note that you can turn MIDI Beat-Clock on and off using MIDI CC message 30. This allows 
you to turn sync OFF for some presets and ON to bring all of your effects back into lock. Stone
Deaf Pedals support these System Real-Time mesages: 
  

11111100 Stop

Sent 24 times per crotchett (1/4 note) to provide
Sync to all beat-clock enabled devices. 

Resets to start of the "bar". For eample, tremolo
will return waveform to start of the wave.  

Same implementation as the "start" message  

Stop tracking timing clock until a Start message
Is received.   
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